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Canada’s action on climate change 

• Canada can either act now – and take advantage 
of this global opportunity – or resign ourselves to 
being left behind. 

• As we stand at the dawn of the clean growth 
century, Canada will not only be bold – we will 
lead. 

• The Honourable Catherine McKenna, P.C., M.P. 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change 

 
• https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/weather/climatechange/climate-action.html 
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Paleoclimatologist Matthew Huber  

• “Of course we’re understandably concerned about the fate of 
civilization and mass extinction or not, it’s our tenuous 
reliance on an ageing and inadequate infrastructure, perhaps, 
most ominously, on power grids, coupled with the limits of 
human physiology that may well bring down our world.” 
– Farm animals/crops/water  -  essential 

– City riots/looting/water  -  essential 

– Home water, air conditioning/heating, + 35 C wetbulb  -  essential 

• Indirect impacts:  When infrastructure gets damaged, even 
unharmed properties that depend on the damaged electrical, 
telecom, transportation, sewage and water systems suffer. 
Major disasters in rapid succession concern.  Resilience 
planning is critical, survival is the issue 

 
 



What is a Microgrid? 
• A small network of one or more electricity users with a local source 

of supply that is usually attached to a centralized public grid but is 
able to function autonomously behind the meter.  Readiness for 
rapidly repeating un-natural disasters is vital.  

 

• “By 2020 microgrids could provide between $64 billion and $171 
billion in electricity cost savings to commercial companies in 20 
countries.”  Customer loss - termed “grid defection”.   

 

• The future is more microgrid storage and energy sharing (two way 
flows) over the utilities distribution grids or the utilities will become 
less relevant. 

 

• Adopt fast-emerging solutions for electric vehicles, storage, and 
load control to zero consumption of fossil fuels and create a more 
sustainable transportation system (e.g. electric trains).  

 



Grid Defection - Microgrid Components 
Clean, affordable, resilient, consumer managed and evidence based 

• Rooftop Solar (microFIT and Net Metering) – Zero emission,  
• Battery Storage, 
• Geothermal Internal Climate Control (low grade thermal storage), 

• Geothermal Domestic Water Heating,  
• Building Management System (Energy Consumption Monitoring, 

Command, Control and Analytics/Reports),  
• Smart Appliances (thermostat) & Internet of Things,  
• Electric Vehicles, 
• Intuitive Displays (local and remote), 
• Disaster Ready Hardware & Software (fail safe, storm response), 
• Designed for “what if” Future Growth. 

 



Continental Power Grid 



Electricity Grid 
• What happens on each side of your power meter? 
 
• Externally similar to the Internet – a cloud of pathways and 

equipment including a comprehensive communications network. 
– Collect/manage imagery and data for Transmission and Distribution 

Inspection and Maintenance. 
– Drastic modernization due variable renewables (two way energy flows) 

and to integrate plug-in electric vehicle and battery technologies. 
– Cyber attack vulnerability (possible national security catastrophic impact). 

 
• Behind the meter is similar to a Local Area Network 

 
• Most are unfamiliar with “behind-the-meter” 

– What is really happening?   
– Where is the energy going?  How? When? Why? 
– No detailed records, few controls (switches, thermostats, parasitic) -  A 

Usage Profile is required 
 



Transmission (Ontario 30,000 km, 500 kV) 

Towers, conductors, insulators, transformers, fuses, switches, 
communications, power conditioning, Local Distribution 

Companies (utilities), …  

     The U.S.-Canada power grid has more than 100,000 transmission lines 





Ontario Production Infrastructure 



140 Generating Stations 

& High voltage lines 



47 Local Distribution Companies (LDC) 



Ontario import/exports (dynamic) 
26 interconnections with 5 neighbours 



Energy Trading Contracts 

• In 5 or 15 minute blocks with advanced warning. 
• Trading in 100 kWh blocks and higher is also 

normal  
• Steep ramps and even negative pricing. 

– “Reverse Demand Response”  Qualified Consumers 
are paid by generators who otherwise could face 
curtailment of contracts. 

– Lowering demand in tight supply is normal but now 
this is turning up the demand when storage is not 
available.  Creative use for free energy plus a payment 
to take it. 

 



Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) 
Ontario Grid Control Centre 



Electricity Supply vs. Demand 

 

Supply(t) = Demand(t) 

 
Different forcing functions – makeup differences 

Generation, Storage, demand response (frequency, voltage, ramping, cost) 

 

Always an exact match 

Shortage, overload, instability, transient spikes, failure 

Managed by IESO, utilities and microgrid owner  
 



Demand Variation 



California’s Demand Duck Curve 
31 March 



Microgrid  
Major Management Benefits 

(DER - Distributed Energy Resource)  

• Distribution and Transmission 
– IESO infrastructure (generation and delivery) reduced 

• Peak demand reduced – extend time for building new generating 
plants or tower lines.  Forward capacity planning benefit. 

•  Avoid Power Loss over long distances  I²R 
•  Seeking fast start and ramping (duck) 

– Microgrid owner freedom 

• Avoid power outages from a fragile grid 
•  Avoid “brown outs” and a smart meter reducing your cooling 
•  Independence and authority to take charge  

• Public benefits 
– Reduce air pollution and high voltage line radiation 

–  Environmental value (CO2 ) Reduced need for diesel or natural gas 
‘peaker’ 
 



Green House Gas Emissions 

• On the way to damaging your family and the planet forever for 
fossil fuel profits. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5CrUgBn3uM&feature=em-subs_digest-
vrecs 

 

• It is recognized that ~50% of home energy use is for home internal 
climate control.  Eliminate fossil fuels. 

 

• It has been reported that 23% of Canadian GHGs are produced by 
transportation.  Eliminate fossil fuels.  

 
– Transportation using gasoline engines is about 10 times more expensive 

than an Electric Vehicle.    (plus maintenance 20 moving parts vs 450) 

– No maintenance from corrosive exhaust gases with an EV 
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What are you doing about  
Climate Breakdown? 

• What are you doing, your legacy, our legacy?   Fighting back is vital to building 
an environmentally sustainable alternative to business as usual.   

    
• Leave it to the Government to look after your survival? 

– Too busy 
– Too expensive – money for disaster recovery not for avoidance 
– Ill equipped (knowledge, know-how) 
– Are you preparing for repeating  unnatural climate disasters as normal? 
 

• In Florida 8 nursing home residents die of heat exhaustion after Harvey 
– Barriers, dikes and levees make people feel safe, even when they are not. 
– Global increasing frequency and intensity of storms will continue 
 

• Learn, talk, action, influence.   Develop your war plan.   Attack the dangerous 
Trump anti-science, anti-climate policies.   Excellent graphics  in 
http://scientistswarning.forestry.oregonstate.edu/sites/sw/files/Warning_article_with_supp_11-13-17.pdf  

 
• My war is against burning of fossil fuels using a microgrid and an Electric 

Vehicle.  Preparing  and adapting prior to the climate disasters.    
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Microgrid Project Vision 
Living Smart Home Laboratory  

 What we do today defines our future 

• FINALLY FOSSIL FREE:  Investment & ROI using clean generation 

• ELECTRIFICATION:  Reliable 100% local with grid backup 

• DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCE (DER):  Changing the way 

homes interact with the grid.  Empowering homeowner energy management   

• CLIMATE BREAKDOWN DAMAGE:  Resilience  

– Immediate response -> emergency energy survival mode 

– Damage assessment (brittle grid & robust microgrid), operational 
options, temporary repairs, time, cost 

– Real-time escalating energy cost & rationing  

– Analysis, hardening design changes, ready for next disaster. 

• BENEFITS:  Affordable comfortable shelter,  improved personal cash flows, 

disconnected from price manipulations in the energy infrastructure.  

• Collaborations:  Industry, government, universities for innovation   

 



Energy Freedom Project  
• A digital Microgrid Initiative to test new ideas and to explore new solutions by advancing 

personal Energy Efficiency , storm response and adaptation 
 
• At War against Burning Fossil Fuels and changing personal energy habits.  

 
• A home Building Management System (BMS) monitoring and controlling the internal climate, 

battery  emergency reserve, EV charging, all electrical loads, energy credits. 
 

• Energy Security:   Redundant energy sources, energy storage strategies and adaptation to 
efficient  demand reduction.          
 

• Preparing  and being storm ready as climate breakdown turmoil intensifies.  Survival. 
– Resilient needs for shelter, food, water, transportation, communications.  
– Katrina killed 1,836 people across the Gulf, most of them senior citizens who were 

trapped in houses or abandoned in nursing homes. 
– Above ground wires/cables/towers/poles have high damage potential from storms. 
– 100% repairing rapid cycles of storm damage to the grid may become unsustainable.  

Permanent abandoning some areas. 
 

• Documenting and sharing best practices. 
 

• Future design improvements – mainly curiosity driven.   e.g. Anticipating next energy 
conservation command –  consider weather, occupancy, habits, state-of-charge  
 



Project Mission Statement 

To develop transparent hardware and software, data analysis and operating procedures using a 
bold decarbonization microgrid to control the home internal climate, energy production & 
storage, efficient consumption and local transportation needs that are responsive to real-
time non-linear events and the owner’s energy choices.   

  

• My home becomes a living laboratory that is also part of the Internet of Things.  Focus on 
climate action using innovation, efficiency, and lower cost using a building management 
system and a flexible smart-home platform. 

 

• Disrupt the traditional linear path from distant generating station to home in favor of a 
custom digitized local model behind the meter.   

 

• The energy usage profile will be evidence based and adjusted for optimum energy efficiency 

 

• Essential requirements:   

 (a) Emergency electrical energy during prolonged grid interruptions 

 (b) Avoid grid and gasoline energy cost variations, rationing or disruptions. 

 (c)  Scalable to many similar and larger structures     
 



Building Management System (BMS) 
Technical Requirements 

• Energy cost (tradeoff comfort/convenience) optimization and safely 
responsive to real-time events. 

• Monitor of microFIT and Net Metering solar arrays (with Apps) 
• Monitor and control the battery subsystem (with App) 
• Monitor and control of the GSHP (HVAC & Hot water) 
• Monitor control of the demand for rest of the home (with App) 
• Building analytics (holistic analysis for energy efficiency and 

sustainability) 
• Energy usage mapping, fault detection, maintenance demands, 

resilience (fail-safe)   
• Survival management (internal climate, hot/cold water, food 

refrigeration & preparation, transportation, communications) and non-
standard operations with severity escalation. 

• Agile IoT-enabled sensors (voice?), actuators (security?) and systems 
(automation?) that drive operations and energy efficiency.  

• Blockchain and peer-to-peer transactive energy.  (in IESO future)  
 





Mitsubishi i-MiEV (2014) 



EVs within a Microgrid 

• Include cars, two-and-three wheelers, trucks and buses 
 
• “Fuel” cost is low or free on a microgrid.    Level 2 charging (30 - 50 

amps) –> 8 minutes 
 
• Digital technology subsystem to time shift charging  

– Smart Chargers controlled by IESO or Building Management System 
– When ‘free’ solar energy is available  
– Lower peak demand on the IESO with microgrid solar battery charging. 

 

• Vehicle Grid Integration (VGI) -- Eventually the EV 16 kWh battery 
can become available to support energy demands in the home or 
become a grid resource. 

 



Tesla Power Wall 2 AC 

• Three 14 kWh Powerwall batteries installed by 
iSolara Solar Power in Ottawa.  Very responsive to this 

system’s unique requirements. https://isolara.com/  

• Vital to microgrid power balance 

           Supply(t) = Demand(t). 

• Monitor State of Charge(t)  sometimes demand 

(charging); sometimes supply (discharging) – Reserve level set. 

• Battery Controller (Gateway) – protect and manage via 

electronics, firmware and user app 

 

 

https://isolara.com/


Battery (x3) – Wall mounted 



Two Orison Tower/Wall Batteries 
(2 kWh each, LED lights, Bluetooth sound) 



Raspberry Pi3  
credit card size 



Canadian Generator 

• New energy technology with Patent Pending 

• No fossil fuels required.  Hydrogen in Water. 

• Supplier moved to Saudi Arabia - $250 million 

• Working on acquiring a 5 kW unit for the 
Energy Freedom Project’s microgrid. 

• Raspberry Pi controlled subsystem 

 



Ground Source Heat Pump 

• Geothermal Energy - Unique Canadian Svec spiral loop 
ground coil  

• One Kanata home installation for 25 years  --  All home 
heat/cool, water heating 

• Reported static COP = 4.1 
• In ground “block of ice” & heat storage  
• Integrate over full year to get COP > 4 

– Target COP > 8 with innovation 
– Two Svec sections instead of one 
– Variable speed scroll compressor,  
– Variable speed refrigerant pumps and air fan 

• Raspberry Pi controlled subsystem using the ModBus 
protocol 
 



Home Rooftop MicroFIT Solar 
Configuration 

- Southwest roof  with 28 panels 
- Southeast roof with 9 panels 

- maximum production capacity is 9.8 kW 
- clouds are very disruptive  

 



Solar Energy Production 

• Non-linear supply(t) 

– Intermittent and unpredictable 

• Watt-hours vs. time of day graphic 

• Lifetime Production from 3 April to 22 Nov 
2017 

      9.41 MWh sold 
 



Near perfect solar day 



Terrible Solar Day  
all due to clouds 



Hydro One Power Disruption 
Solar production shutdown – anti islanding 

Cloud variations throughout the day 



21 August 2017 
51% Blockage Solar Eclipse 



Solar Energy Daily Supply 
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Control Station and 3 Batteries 





Software Development and Soldering 
Stations 



PiXCL Touch Screen Controller 



Current Transducer Pairs 
 

Beta tester for http://eyedro.com/ 

Energy Flow Block Diagram 
By PiXCL 

 

http://eyedro.com/


 Eyedro Home Electricity Monitors 
CTs 

 



Alectra Utilities 

• Alectra (Toronto) is the second-largest LDC in North America behind Los Angeles. 
 

• Exploring large collection of microgrids for critical infrastructure use 
 

• The pilot began with just 20 homes, but a feasibility study, with IESO, completed in 
April endorsed expansion to 30,000 homes to defer investments in other grid 
infrastructure.   
– https://www.powerstream.ca/attachments/POWER_HOUSE_Feasibility_Study.pdf 

 
• The conclusion was that microgrid technology — solar + storage with intelligent 

software/controls — can in fact replace a peak demand generating plant. 
 

• Plan:  Utility is a pipe with multiple sources and sinks.  Every energy trading 
transaction from a DER to a customer gives the utility and the DER compensation.  
Time shift sale for better price while meeting demand.   An Internet of Energy. 

https://www.powerstream.ca/attachments/POWER_HOUSE_Feasibility_Study.pdf




Summary 

• Seven subsystems touched in this presentation: 
– Microgrid system, interface, flexible supply and demand control (main software, Arduino) 
– Electric Vehicle 
– Batteries (Tesla, Orison, EV, UPS) –  State of charge 
– LENR Generator – COP = 300 in Sweden 24 Nov 2017 
– Geothermal -- Ground Source Heat Pump  
– Solar – microFIT plus net metering 
– Building Management System 

 

• Four subsystems not addressed: 
– Subsystem Software Development – Arduino, Raspberry Pi, PC (Windows 10, Linux), Pixcl 
– Internet of Things – inquisitive explorations, day ahead projections 
– Systemic Mining of Databases – AI, data analysis, investment ROI 
– Internet Interface and Operations 

------------------------------------------ 
 

• The Energy Freedom Project:  Developing a clear, trackable, and practical 
solution while communicating outcomes to world citizens and leaders.  
 



Question and Answers 

• For copy of presentation material 

– Email arthunter@gmail.com 
– http://canadiancor.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/PEO-Sustainability.pdf 

• Endorsed the Alliance of World Scientists  

– “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: a second 
notice”  https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-

article/doi/10.1093/biosci/bix125/4605229 

• Ontario’s Grid future.  Microgrids are part of the future. 
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/47d73a_3f2dfa92dfdf40a4a6893fad68a0f
353.pdf 
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